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Abstract
The web is loaded with textual content, and Natural
Language Processing is a standout amongst the most
vital fields in Machine Learning. But when data is
huge simple Machine Learning algorithms are not able
to handle it and that is when Deep Learning comes
into play which based on Neural Networks. However
since neural networks cannot process raw text, we have
to change over them through some diverse strategies of
word embedding. This paper demonstrates those dis-
tinctive word embedding strategies implemented on an
Amazon Review Dataset, which has two sentiments to
be classified: Happy and Unhappy based on numerous
customer reviews. Moreover we demonstrate the dis-
tinction in accuracy with a discourse about which word
embedding to apply when.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Machine
Learning, Word Embedding, Neural Networks
1 Introduction
Semantic vector space models of language represent
each word with a real-valued vector. These vectors can
be utilized as highlights in multiple applications, for
example, data recovery document classification, senti-
ment classification, parsing, text generation, etc.
Word embeddings are in certainty a class of meth-
ods where singular words are represented to as real-
valued vectors in a predefined vector space. Each word
is mapped to one vector and the vector values are
found out in a way that takes after a neural network,
and subsequently the procedure is frequently lumped
into the field of deep learning. Key to the approach
is utilizing a dense distributed representation for each
word. Each word is represented to by a real-valued
vector, often tens or many measurements. This is dif-
ferentiated to the thousands or millions of dimensions
required for sparse word representations, for example,
a one-hot encoding.
The popular models that we are aware of are,
the skipgram method, the CBOW model under the
word2vec, the GloVe embedding method. In this work
we analyze the different word embedding models, on
an Amazon Review Dataset, for our deep learning
model, and display the results obtained in the accu-
racy levels.
2 An Overview of the Different Word
Embeddings
Embedding Layer: An embedding layer, for absence
of a superior name, is a word embedding that is found
out mutually with a neural network show on a par-
ticular natural language processing task, for example,
language modelling or document classification. It re-
quires that document text be cleaned and arranged
with the end goal that each word is one-hot encoded.
The span of the vector space is indicated as a compo-
nent of the model, for example, 50, 100, or 300 mea-
surements. The vectors are introduced with small ran-
dom numbers. The embedding layer is utilized toward
the front of a neural network and is fit supervisedly
utilizing the Backpropagation calculation. The one-
hot encoded words are mapped to the word vectors.
In the case if a recurrent neural network is utilized,
at that point each word might be taken as one input
in a sequence.This approach of learning an embedding
layer requires a lot of training data and can be slow,
but will learn an embedding both targeted to the spe-
cific text data and the NLP task.
GloVe Embedding:The Global Vectors for Word
Representation, or GloVe, calculation is an augmen-
tation to the word2vec strategy for effectively learn-
ing word vectors, created by Pennington, et al. at
Stanford. Classical vector space models portrayals
of words were produced utilizing matrix factoriza-
tion strategies, for example, Latent Semantic Analy-
sis (LSA) that complete a great job of utilizing global
text statistics yet are not in the same class as the
educated techniques like word2vec at catching impor-
tance and exhibiting it on undertakings like figuring
analogies. GloVe is an approach to marry both the
worldwide measurements of matrix factorization pro-
cedures like LSA with the local context-based learn-
ing in word2vec. As opposed to utilizing a window
to characterize nearby setting, GloVe builds an ex-
press word-context or word co-occurence matrix uti-
lizing statistics over the entire text corpus. The out-
come is a learning model that may bring about for the
most part better word embeddings.
Word2Vec: Word2Vec is a statistical method for ef-
ficiently learning a standalone word embedding from
a text corpus. In the year 2013, Tomas Mikolov, et
al. whle working in Google came up with a solution
to make embedding training more efficient with pre-
trained word embedding. It deals with mainly two
processes:
i) Continuous Skip-Gram Model
ii) Continuous Bag-of-Words Model or CBOW
However here, in this case I have worked only with the
CBOW Model.
Difference b/w word2vec & GloVe Embedding:
The essential distinction amongst word2vec and
GloVe embedding is that, word2vec is a ”predictive”
model though GloVe embedding is a ”count-based”
model. Predictive models take in their vectors so as to
enhance their predictive capacity of Loss(target word
— setting words; Vectors), i.e. the loss of predicting
the target words from the context words given the vec-
tor representations. In word2vec, this is given a role
as a feed-forward neural system and streamlined all
things considered utilizing SGD, and so on.
Count-based models take in their vectors by ba-
sically doing dimensionality reduction on the co-
occurrence counts matrix. They first build an exten-
sive network of (words x context) co-occurrence infor-
mation, i.e. for each ”word” (the lines), you count how
as often as possible we see this word in some ”specific
circumstance” (the columns) in a vast corpus. The
number of ”contexts” is obviously extensive, since it is
basically combinatorial in estimate. So then they fac-
torize this matrix to yield a lower-dimensional (word x
highlights) matrix, where each row currently yields a
vector representation for each word. All in all, this is
finished by limiting a ”reconstruction loss” which at-
tempts to discover the lower-dimensional representa-
tions which can clarify the greater part of the variance
in the high-dimensional information. In the particular
instance of GloVe, the count matrix is preprocessed by
normalizing the counts and log-smoothing them. This
ends up being a good thing as far as the quality of the
learned representations.
3 Results and Conclusions
The methods were implemented on an Amazon Re-
view Dataset,which had almost 1 million words and
0.72 million sentences posted by the Customers. There
were two sentiments to be classified: Happy and Un-
happy. For each method, the dataset was divided into
70% train data and 30% test data and the training
was done with only 2 epochs on CPU. However, for
each case it took almost 3-4 hours on an average for
each epoch to complete.
Embedding without pre-trained weights:
The output vectors are not processed from the in-
put information utilizing any mathematical function.
Rather, each information number is utilized as the in-
dex to get to a table that contains every possible vec-
tor. That is the motivation behind why you have to
indicate the size of the vocabulary as the primary con-
tention.
Embedding w/o pre-trained weights
Epoch No. Accuracy(%) Validation
Accuracy(%)
1 94.33 94.64
2 97.60 95.40
GloVe Embedding:
The insights of word events in a corpus is the essential
wellspring of data accessible to all unsupervised tech-
niques for learning word representations, furthermore,
albeit numerous such techniques presently exist, the
inquiry still stays with respect to how meaning is pro-
duced from these measurements, and how the subse-
quent word vectors may speak to that significance. We
utilize our bits of knowledge to develop another model
for word portrayal which we call GloVe, for Global
Vectors, in light of the fact that the global corpus in-
sights are caught straightforwardly by the model.
GloVe Embedding
Epoch No. Accuracy(%) Validation
Accuracy(%)
1 82.07 79.91
2 85.20 83.32
Embedding with Word2Vec CBOW & Negative
Sampling:
The goal of word2vec is to discover word embeddings,
given a text corpus. As it were, this is a strat-
egy for discovering low-dimensional representations of
words. As an outcome, when we discuss word2vec we
are regularly discussing Natural Language Processing
(NLP) applications. For instance, a word2vec demon-
strate prepared with a 3-dimensional hidden layer will
bring about 3-dimensional word embeddings. It im-
plies that, say, ”apartment” will be represented by a
three-dimensional vector of real numbers that will be
close (consider it regarding Euclidean separation) to a
comparable word, for example, ”house”. Put another
way, word2vec is a procedure for mapping words to
numbers. There are two fundamental models that are
utilized inside the setting of word2vec: the Continu-
ous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and the Skip-gram show.
Here the experiment was done only with the CBOW
model along with negative sampling. In the CBOW
model the objective is to find a target word, given a
context of words. In the simplest case in which the
words context is only represented by a single word.
Embedding with Word2Vec CBOW & Negative Sampling
Epoch No. Accuracy(%) Validation
Accuracy(%)
1 80.33 82.98
2 85.88 86.53
Conclusion
The astonishing actuality was that Embedding with
no pre-trained weights had a superior outcome than
word2vec with pre-trained weight or GloVe Embed-
ding. This is a territory where additionally tests can
be done, most likely an a whole lot greater dataset
or for different purposes like text generation. In any
case, for sentiment classification in light of Customer
surveys, pre-trained weights couldn’t satisfy that de-
sires, which can be comprehended by implies for some
examination.
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